Cloud Provisioning
and Management
What is dinManage?
dinCloud has developed an online application that enables our customers to configure virtual datacenters securely
in the cloud, giving them complete control of their own environment – including desktops, servers, storage and
network security resources. Our automated provisioning system reduces the time required to add virtual desktops
and virtual servers in your infrastructure to minutes, enabling IT-as-a-service. Reporting and analytics capabilities
give CIOs and IT managers a view of their
infrastructure and their users, so they can better
understand system performance, software license
usage (compliance) and user productivity. This
arms our customer with tools to better their
business, add to the bottom line and become more
competitive. Our online application can support
public, private and hybrid clouds (via API’s).

dinManage Feature Set
dinManage offers a wide spectrum of features that are unique in the channel and will help you boost your sales
enormously. The whole system is built on roles and rights that provides a secure and robust platform to end users
to efficiently manage their IT infrastructure. Some of the salient features of the system are as follows:
Data Center Operations Supported

A simple and intuitive interface is available to the end
users to perform Data Center operations on their
infrastructure.
Key features include:






Provisioning/De-provisioning of Virtual Hosted Desktops and Virtual Hosted Servers
Ability to configure hardware and software specifications of the virtual machines
Upgrade/Downgrade options available to virtually reconfigure machines at any time
Power On/Off individual virtual machines using the on and off toggle button
Remote Console for accessing a machine remotely as an admin user

Reporting, Invoicing and Order History
dinManage is equipped with a powerful reporting engine that provides roles/rights-based reporting to users.
Reporting capabilities are available to both management and IT. The Invoice Management system allows you to view
your invoices anytime online in HTML and PDF formats. Payment reminders are also sent automatically. Pro-rated
billing is simplified through this automated feature so you’re never paying for more than you use. Users can also
view all places orders in detail for audit, accounting or record-keeping purposes.
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